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INTRODUCTION

1.

Properties and uses of tin

1.
1.

Tin
Tin is
is a
a silver-white
silver-white metal.
metal.

There
There exist 17 stanniferous minerals, but

l ttwo off them"
only
them" cassiterite
cassiterite (SnO)
(SnO2) and
and stannite
stannite (Ou^Sn^) are of commercial
importance.

The properties of cassiterii* - rigidity and inertness - are

responsible for the formation of alluvial tin deposits referred to as placers.

Sheers are usually not located far from the primary deposits.

In contrast

to this, stannite forms only primary deposits, and it is found xn association
with a cassiterite-sulphide-type formatxon.

2.
The chief properties of tin are: (a) Fusibility and the capacity to
form high-grade alloys, in particular anti-friction alloys as bronzes (coppertin alloys), Babbitt metals, solders; (b) chemical resistance: resists
corrosion welly

(c) Plasticity and malleability increase with temperature.

Tin can easily be rolled into sheets having a thickness of 0.005 mm ; W Jin
sa^t combinations are not harmful to man. These different properties explain
the use of tin in industry-

Table 1«

Tin uses and consumption in industry

Tinning

-

tinplate and tinware

- ' copper wire )
- steel wire )
- others
)

*fJ#

'*

~

Solder
Alloys

-B,white metal )
*-. . bronze
)
- others
)
Copper—plated tin

-

tinfoil and plate
)
metal bellows
)
tubing, wires and caps )

Chemical industry and other uses

..-.
,*..
•1.,0

1,,0

10,.0

(oxide and tin powder)
Total consumption

Source:

World Metal Statistics, D.B.L., May 1970, p. 80.

100.00
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2

2#

Geographic distribution of tin

3,

The world's detected tin reserves are estimated in thearaa.of 10 million

tons, including 3 million tons of proved and probat5trr*rerservesV

It is ■estimated

that there additionally exist 27 million ton3 of tin reserves in submarginal,
hypothetical and possible deposits.
Placer deposits contain over 70 per cent
of the total reserves;

similarly,

produced from placer deposits.
belt of South-East Asia,

70 per cent of all ore concentrates are

Tin placers are essentially located in the tin

Malaysia, Indonesia and Thailand,

4«
In Africa, placer deposits are mined, in Nigeria, Zaire and Rwanda.
It
should be pointed out that 90 per cent of the world's tin reserves are situated

in developing countries.

African reserves are estimated at 0.70 million tons,

including 0.3 million representing proved and probable reserves.

Zaire's

reserves are estimated at 0.2 million tons.

5«

The following table shows the distribution of reserves throughout the

worlds

Table 2»

Distribution of world tin ore reserves

Country

"Quantity in thousands <5f tons

Australia

Bolivia
Brazil

Indonesia
Malaysia

Nigeria
Thailand
Zaire ^

Others

TOTAL
Source s

*

'

'

Percentage —

370

1 000
610

2 400
83O

-* 4.1

.

— -

12.4
7.6
29.9
10.3

280
1 200
200
1 190

3»5
14.9
2.5
14. Q

8 040

100.0

Commodity pata Summaries*

Including the producing countries (Spain, Portugal, United Kingdom

and other developing countries).

The JGSR and China are not included.

•
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CHAPTER

TIN PRODUCTION:

3

I

THE WORLD SURVEY

6«
Alluvial deposits, or placers, account for 75 per cent of all tin
production.
This explains the mining methods used.
The principal placer
deposits are classified as follows: deposits, screes, alluvial deposits, lake
and sea shores and deposits covered with fossils.
A.

A General Survey

1.

Ore bGnefioiation

7.
Ore extraction is for the most part done in quarries, except in the case
of.primary deposits.
After extraction, the ore is beneficiated by concentration
and classified into three categories according to content:
rich ores contain
more.than 1 per cent tin;
medium ores contain 0.4
to 1 per cent tin and poor
ores contain less tr.an, 0*4 per cent tin*

8,
The dressing of ore derived from placers is done in several successive
stages:
washing, concentration on tables, and magnetic or electrostatic
separation.
The finaltproduct is casciterite that is almost pure, containing

as much as"75 per cent.tin.

Ore derived from veins, on the other hand, is

crushed and ground, if necessary, in order to be reduced to the sizes that
permit maximum recovery.
Concentration is done gravimetrically, using the
specific gravity of cassiterite.

9»
The gravimetric process involves the following stages?
screening, grading,
jigging and concentration on tables.
The concentrate thus obtained generally
contains 40 to 50 per cent tin.
^Jhenever sulphurous ores are involved, recource
is had to flotation or to magnetic sorting, with or'without a grate.

2.

Smelting and refining

10.

Smelting involves melting tho concentrates.

in electric furnaces or in reverberatory furnaces.
discontinuous one.

of concentrates,

Smelting takes place either
The smelting process is a

The furnace charge is generally made up of a certain amount

a reducing agent and siliceous fluxing agents.

hours of smelting,

After 10 to 12

the refined product is poured in the form of slabs.

undergoes a further fire or electrolytic refining process*

It then

Fire refining is

more commonly used.
It is done in two operations:
liquation, boiling and poling*
The tin, thus refined, is again poured in small ingots in order to be marketed*
Refining yields of product assaying about 99»99 per cent tin.
Standard metal tin

assays 99»6 to 99«S per cent tin.

E/ECA/DNCTC/36
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ll.

In the smelting stage slags very rich in metal are obtained.

They have

12.

Over the past ten years world tin production has developed as follows:

contents ranging from 10 to 25 per cent tin. They: are resmelted so as to
yield a discardable slag assaying 1 per cent tin.

Table 3.

World production of tin concentrates in thousands of tons

Country/year

1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980

Australia
Bolivia

10.0

12.0

30.3
19*8
75.4
7.3
21.7

32.4

Indonesia

Malaysia
Nigeria

Thailand
Zaire

5.5

Brazil

United Kingdom
Others

2.3
1.8

21.3
75.3

5.7

22.1

6.0

2.9
3.3

10.3
31.2

22.5

72,3

5,8
20.9

5.4

10.9

10.7

3.7
3.5
10.5

1.9

1.7

2.1

10.5
30o2

25.6
■58.1

• = 5.5

9.3

32.0

25.3

64.4
4.7

10.4
30.3
23.4

25.9

3.7

3.3

53.4

11.7
33.5

58.7

11.7
30.9
27.4
62^6
2.9

12.6
27.8
29.4
53.0
2.8
34.0
3.3

10.4
27.3

32.5

61.4
2.5
33.7

20.3

16.4

20.5

24.2

3.6

4.5

3.9
.5.5
3.3

2.8
X1.5

11.2

U.3

7.4

7.6

7.0

4.7

10.5

4.5

3.3
10.8

10.5

3.9
5.8
3.9
10.6

5.9

4.8

7.7

30.2

2.4

3.2

6.8
3.0.

Origin not
identified

167.9 196.4 199.0 183.5 181.2 179.7 188.3 197.1 200.7 199.1
Source:

Metal Bulletin Monthly, March 1982.
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Table 4.

Zaire's production and world production

Cassiterite concentrates (in metric tons)

1945

-

166
172
183
. 178
185
187
196
183
183

1966

1967

1968

1969
1970

1971
1972
1973

1974
1975

Table 5.

16 000
9 832

.

300
800
200
100
700
400
ooo
500
100

.

3.7
3.5
3.4

6 440
5 960
5 422

■

3.0

4 675

2.9
2.6

3 950

2.2

4 574

2.5

3 900

2.1

3 450

1.7

3 300

201 700

op.

4.1
■3.4

6 264
6 647
6 458

179 700
188 900
197 700

6.0

7 HI

180 800

1976
1977
1978
1979
Source;

.

Percentage

Zaire

World

Year

cit.

Profile of world demand for and production of metallic tin from

1971 to 19.30

1971
Primary metal

tin Producti6n*
Primary metal

tin consumption *

(in thousands of metric tons)

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

1978

1979

1980

185.0 191.4 187.3 l8l.5 178.5 182.5 179.9 193#5 201.2 201.2
\

138.5 191.5 214.2 200.1 173.9 194.0 184.8 134*0 183.3 177.4

Gap between
production and

demand (+ = excess-, ■

- s shortage)

-,2.7 + 3.6 ^23.7 -15.4 + 7.0 - 9.9 - 9.4 - 1.8 + 3.6 + 8.6

Stock operations

5.4

5*8

19*9

Quantity bought

Quantity sold *
Source:

*

op.

11.5

0.9

19.3

0.3

cit.

Not including secondary metallic tin or the production of the German

Democratic Republic,

China or the USSR.

E/SCA/UNCTC/36
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Table 6.

Mine capacity and production (1977-1933)
1977

_

■

,

■

-

Regions and countries

Capacity

1000T

*

1983
Production

1 000 T

%

Capacity

1000T

%

North and South America
33.0

Bolivia

38.0
8.0

14.8

0.4

0.2

0.5

1.2

0.5

0,2

.0.5

0.2

15.3
3.7

32.6

6.4

17.1
3.3

0.2

0.3
0.9

0.2

0.3
0.8
2.9
4.0

Brazil

8.0

Mexico

0.4

Other American countries

1.2

0.6

0.2

United Kingdom

0.5
0.7
3.6

Other European countries

5.0

3.1

Eiirope

Portugal
Spain

0.3
1.7
2.3

0.4
1.5
2.1

1.0

3.6
4.0

0.4
1.4
1.6

Africa
Namibia

1.0

Nigeria

6.7

Rwanda/Burundi

1.4

Zaire

2.8
6,0

Other African countries

1.0

South Africa

0.5
3.1
0.7
1.3
2.8
0.5

0.7
3.3
1.3
2.9
3.6
1.0

0.4
1.7
0.7
1.5

' 1.9
0.5

1.0
10.0

2.5

4.0
6.0
1.0

0.4
3.9

1.0

1.6
2.3
0.4

Asia

0.4

2.0

12.1

13.2

24.2

95.0

25.0

58.7

Thailand

36.3

0.3
30.9
12.8

35.0
1.0

Malaysia

0.9
78.0

25.1
p.6

0.8

0.4

8.6

4.5

1.0

11.7
0.4

12.0

5.6

10.7

5.6

12.0

4.7

214.8

100.0

189.7

100.0

257.2

100.0

■

1.0

■■■

• Japan-

"'

0.8
13.6
0.4

0.5

0,8

26.0

Burma
Indonesia

Other Asian- countries

.

,0,4

11.6

30.0

36.9

Oceania
Australia

\TOTAi;
Sources

E/MJ. -
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B.

The tin industry in Zaire

1.

Introduction

, ^-^ Ar. o~r~.ie,-i on in throe distinct regions or geographic

south of the Shaba Plateau region

ar

ea),

by a group of Zairxan shareholders

2.

Location of deposits and reserves

with pegmatites found in the Kibara formation

It
ex^loitlble d,posti3 are located around the

i™ area,

in the

xon

of Ivlanlema*

3,

Structure of production

remain the major producers for a long txmo.

*

This involves two deposits (Kania and Katondo) which Hill to

(subsidiary of 3.3.G.M.) and EM&\, «hioh Kill resume mxnxng xn the

sti11

area.

E/ECA/OMCTC/35
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(a)

SOKEIIKI (Societa MLniero Zairoise et Iiidustrielle du Kivu)
(i)

General remarks

17«
Sominki is a mixsd corporation Trhose stock is owned 34 per cent by the
State of Zaire and 65 per cent by the Gogemin group, of Belgian origin.
The
latter group is a merger of several partners that had mined cassiterite and the
metals associated with it in Kivu,
partners in this

croup ares

under a variety of names*

the Smpain group,

Banque de Paris et des Pays—3as,

The most important

3anque 3ruxelles Lambert,

La

and Forminiere.
The Sominki corporation has
The ordinance creating it is dated

been in existence for only a short time.

13 February 1975.

This creation Has in fact a merger of older companies that

had carried on activities in the region*
These companies were Gobelrain, Symotain,
Kivumines and Phibraki.
Sorainki's chief customers arc:
the State of Zaire,
as relates to gold,

18.

^^ foundries located in Belgium,

Gcroany and Switzerland.

Cobelain was a Belgian mining company that managed mining operations

on behalf of financial groups.

The most important financial

group for which it

worked was the Empain group and forainicre*

Tfhile Symetain,

was supported by the Bruxelles Lambert bank,

Kivumines was the technical manifesta

tion of. the Comity National du Kivu,

a mining syndicate,

whose history merges with those., of the grant

ing power of the ComitS des Grands Lacs.
goodly number of other mining companies

Gobelmin, which had already absorbed a
in the

region,

entered, via

its principals,

into agreements with Sym"tain and G.M.G.L. in order to arrive at a merger and the
creation of Sominki.
Tha latter is a Zairian limited liability company having
its main office in Kaliina,

the

forraor headquarters of Symatairu

The corporate

capital is Z 6 000 000, represented by 300 000 shares of stock* with the State
of Zaire holding 84 038 shares.
For the moment, the company serins to. be in a
state of fluxs
the partners would like to g::.ve it some new blood through a new
organization and perhaps through a new investment effort.
At present it produces
and markets the following mineral 'substances:
talite:

tantalum and niobium ore;

tfolframites

earths containing thorium and europium;

gold.

Cassiterite:

tin ore;.

tungsten ores

Columbotan—

Monazites

rare

e/bca/unctc/36
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19.

After the nineteen sixties all these companies experienced enormous

difficulties, not unrelated to the political situation reigning in the
geographic space in which their activities unfolded.

Over the years production has developed in the following manner:
Table 7c

Developments in tin ore production in recent years

1975

Substances

Cassiterite

T

Growth

fo

Wolframite

T

Growth

%

4 638 06l

442

500

Columbo—
tantalite

T

Growth

%

Monazite

T

Growth

%

Gold
Growth

Kg.

%

53 125

1977

654 057

1979

1980

1981

4 052 150

3 490 3.60

2 856 540

2 593

2 635

-12.63

-13.90

-13.15

-9.23

+1.62

317 200

275 600

210 050

134

88 690

-28o31

-12,9

-23 *78

-36.21

-33.89

72.0

44 293

80 910
+52.30

124 860

1978

95 410

47 975 ,
-40.70

79 420

4u 000
+0 .05

90 420

,-22o79

-17.70

+13 .85

552 924

471 542

476 431

-15o45

-14.10

+1 .93

+ 50

-33.48

51.0

35 240

-43.59

-30.90

543
-15.02

585 477
+ 7.02

20.
The table shows a continual decline in cassiterite and wolframite production.
In contrast to this, gold and columbotantalite ore production has teen on the
rise, except for the year 1981, during which tin showed growth while columbotan
talite showed a reduction.

21.
Joining operations can be grouped into four major divisions, distributed as
follows: Northern Division, with Punia as its headquarters; Eastern Division,
the headquarters of which is Kamituga; Central Division, with Kalima as head
quarters, being at the same time the headquarters of the General Management; and
the Western Division,, Generally speaking, mining is done in quarries, where the
ore is extracted by monitor. In the Central Division there exists a primary

E/ECA/UNCTC/36
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deposit at Isongo and one at Nakenge.

1983.

The first will go into operation in

Its reserves are estimated at 400 tons of tin content.

Following the

exhaustion of the former placers, the tailings of old mining sites are being
exploited.

22.*
Extracted ore is crushed right at the site0 Ores that have reached the
release mesh are swept into the sluices'by a jet of water. At the end of the/.._
sluice is located a battery of jigs.
Jig concentrates are sufficiently rich
and they assay approximately 90 per cent cassiterite.
The concentrates are

brought to the plant, where they are dried in charcoal furnaces. After drying."
they undergo magnetic separation. Due to the fact that cassiterite is not
magnetic, it passes, whereas columbotantalite, wolframite and monazite are held.
By this method the cassiterite is purified. It is barrelled.
In this form it
can be marketed or supplied to smelters.

23*
Columbotantalite and wolframite have approxiately the same magnetic
susceptibility. It is therefore- difficult to separate them if they happen to
be present in the same concentrates. Fortunately for those working with the
ores, they come from different deposits. Each type of ore separately undergoes
its purification process.

24.

Monazite, on the other hand, exhibits a difference in magnetic susceptibility

and can thus be separated from other ores by differentiation of the magnetic
intensity.
It should be mentioned that monnzite from the Punia region contains

0.4 per cent of the rare earth "europium, which has its application in the colour

ing of colour-television cathode ray tubes.
Monazite derived from other deposits,
on the other hand, contains thorium. When the ore from the Central Division is
processed, a sizeable amount of ilmenite is recovered, but it is not utilized
owing to the remoteness of the mine location from operating facilities.
Indeed,
the cost of transportation would exceed the market value of the product. It is •

therefore rejected..

The product exported by Sominki is a cassiterite concentrate

containing 90 per. cent cassiterite, but with a tin content of 75 per cent.

(ii)

Economic data

25.
As regards.exporting that follows the normal course, it should be pointed
out that traffic is slow and there is sometimes a certain degree of complete tieup. This forces the Company to resort periodically to transporting its products
by air, so as to resolve cash-flow problems within a respectable period of time,

S/SGA/UNCTG/36
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in spite of the hirjh cost of this means of transport.

The tonnage exported over

the past two years breaks down as follows:

1930

1981

Cassiterite (in metric tons)
Wolframite (in metric tons)
Columbotantalite (in metric tons)
Bfonazite (in metric tons)
26.

2 655

2 924
158
78
56

500

131 250
56 390
54 000

Exports were down in 1981 with respect to the year 1930.

250
250
390
400

This reduction

of exports has not affected the Company's funds due to the fact that tin prices
These favourable prices are explained
rose steadily until the end of December.

by the support (which is artificial and

difficult to sustain in the long run)

contributed by the South—East Asian producers, who made purchases in order to

decrease the offer on the market.
Concentrates are shipped out of Zaire's
borders by several routes:
Through the interior:
i.e., from Kindu by river to
Lubundu, and from there by railway to Kisangani!
from Kisangani by boat, on
the Zaire River, to Kinshasa;
and from Kinshasa to Matadi by rail.
At Matadi
the concentrates are directly taken over by the buyer, for the products are

sold P03;

Via Dar-es-Salaam|

Via Goma (the products are expedited by air).

This essentially relates to gold.

Concentrates are shipped to various countries.

Production for; the year 1930 showed the following distribution by country:
G.F.R.

Cassiterite
Wolframite

Switzerland

Cassiterite

Wolframite
Coltan
ftfonazite
Belgium

Gold

1 071 000 T
10 500 T

1 351
15S
63
64

000 T
250 T
000 T
300

435 247 Kg.
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3ased on destinations an:1, nortc of ladin~, tho products sI^tt-j'I ti

following values (I33Q):
Table C>

~"

Value, of products^ accoirlinfi to thoir| destinations and

plncoc of oaibarcatica

Qjantity

(a)

F03 values

Port, jof A3^r.VVa .°.r ,aj-rPQlVc

I-MTADI

Gassiterite

2 533 000 T

Wolframite

.

105 750 t

Goltan
T-fonazite

53 1^5 353 Z
1 951 030 2

13 "000 T
3?- 400 T

2, 599 ^3 2
51 335 Z

DAR-SS-SALAALi

'

CassitSrits

339 000 T

.Gold, bars

435 247 KS

^Wolframite
Goltan
' ■ >3onazite

.
/ 419 335 2

33 000 T
45 000 T
3?- 000 T

935 3/9 Z e.
5 170 919 Z-.
3S 991 Z .

19 045 351 Z

Accprdin." to

dost iimt ion

Cassiterito
Wolframite

1 0/1 000 T
10 500 T

?3 '&Z 9Z?. Z
213 -57 2

SWIT233LAI-JD
Cassiterite
Wolfranito

Goltan
Tfonazito

1

2'--l

ooo T

42 793 390 Z

153 250
r-P-> 000 T
j-4 300 T

2 7?i'. 442 Z
3 7/0 C17 z
o-J-

z

3ELGIUM

Gold bars

435 ^47 Kg

19 £45 351 Z

Receipts - FG3

Cassitorito
Wolframite
Coltan
Tfenazite

Gold bars

2 322
iCC
53
54

000
750
000
300

T
T
T
T

^-35 2/i7 Kg
TOTAL

.

5£ 57^ 353 Z
2 937 709 Z
3 7/0 517 Z
ZZ 373 Z

i2.SL35L^
93 020 '305 3

E/BCA/OWCTC/36
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27. In spite of the difficulties experienced by the Company in successfully
mining its deposits and providing for the exportation of its products, operating
costs per ton of cassiterite are sufficiently acceptable, for they still ensure

a fairly sizeable margin of profit. All costs taken together, the average cost
of a ton of cassiterite comes to Z 32 333.07, or US& 5 300. A ton of metal tin
thus comes to approximately US& 7 500, while the posted price on the London Metal
Exchange is US$ 13 000.

28.

The items increasing operating costs the most are:

goods,

(a) labour (b) consumable

namely:

—

mining and operating materials

—

replacement parts

—

transport costs, which are always on the rises

value of tied-up funds owing to defective public transports
Table 9.

(c) the increased

and (d) fuel.

Labour (j.ni current Zaires)

NATIONALS

AFRICANS

MANAGERIAL

2 086 547

FOREMEN

1 400 559

WORKERS

13 535 441

-

22 OOl 757 "

~

TOTAL

'" "

EXPATRIATES

TOTAL

-

5 677 239

8 763 886

- "

9 664 4?o

11 073 094

-

lS 586 441

15 341 654

38 423 421

- ■

Consumable materials at value (including equipment and tools)
■

.

:

Electricity and Hater

Fuel and lubricants

■ •

Value in Z

55 950

4 950 358

Gas
Wood

Coal

951 126

Coke

—

Explosives

Equipment and tools
Materials and parts
Printed material and office supplies

Total

~

770 542
9 048 319
592 788

16 369 183

E/BGA/UNCTC/36
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29«

Given under table 10 are the costs of the different activities

throughout the year I98O.

These costs include labour and consumables.

Table 10»

Cost by activity for 1980

2 540 355

Extraction

35 674 475

Concentration

1 400 379

Metallurgy

314 700

Maintenance
Transportation

5 091 256
xi 590 503

Marketing

_

Social activities

558 713
57 270 381

Work done for the Company
for itself

7 554 579

TOTAL

Table 11,

54 835 060

Receipts and contribution to the Public Treasury

1979

1980

198I

Gross receipts (in Zaires) 35 675 330*
Selling costs

X2g 893 000

1 055 774

Net receipts

..

34 5x3 555

Gross profit before taxes

38 232 784

20 776 299

10 500 000

9 750 000

1000000

1 000 000

Appropriation to reserve
for reconstitution of

deposit
Allocation to Sominki

Foundation
(e) -Estimated
*

-

-. .

Receipts derived exclusively from cassiterite.

E/ECA/UNCTC/36
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Table 11>

Tteceipts and contribution to the Public Treasury (cont'd)

Distributable balance
-

Profits tax to the State

-

State dividends

-

Payroll tax

-

Statistics

-

I&scellaneotis taxes

13 458 478

10 541 627

13 366 392
5 061 2S5

523 819
155 047

10 333
941
7 543
3C2
2 244

23 914 215

24 095

3 597 .57?-

ta;L

Total paid to the State

(e)

Estimated

*

Receipts derived exclusively from cassiterite*

Value Added;

1982

198X

1980

1979

149
330
703
58S
597

For the year 1980 the value added amounted to 82 694 571 zaires.

Export receipts derived from cassiteritsg

Over the years,

receipts from exportation

on cassiterite alone have shown the following profile:

Value in

thousands of Z '

30.

1974

1975

10 865

7 319

'

1976

1977

1973

1979

1980

15 701

23 117

23 577

32 423

66 57/

_,.

__

Over against the receipts for the year 1930 there were imports in foreign

exchange by Sominki of the order of 150 333 ^76 Belgian francc, or Z + 16 833 308.

In other words, one quarter of the total receipts in foreign exchange served for
the importation of goods for the Comapny.

31.-

If one considers the total turnover of the Company, the amount used for

paying for the Company's imports was one—sixth*

E/ECA/UNCTC/36
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Sominki investments in 198O (in Z)

1980

1)

Expenditures on depreciable geologic searches

14 330 924

2)

Amount of reserve for reconstitution of deposits

10 500 000

3)

Total investments during the year

4 449 541

4)

Reconstitution of deposit

^ 355

p
Manpower *owed the following pattern during the past three years:
(for each year, the figure is ruled off at 31 December).

31/12/79

31/12/80

31/12/81

110

103

110

30

5^

71

110

212

194

.14 203

14 611

15 272

14 986

Expatriate employees
Local management staff
Local foremen

Zairian workers

15 951

TOTAL

.

15 201

Residual value and value exported in I98O

Values in Zaires

of

m

Total export receipts in convertible zaires

98 020 9OS

Receipts on oassiterite

55 576 853

57.92

Amount paid to public treasury

23 914 215

24.40

Import expenditures in foreign exchange

15 833 303

17.17

558 713

0.67

4 443 641

Zairian labour (payroll)

4.54

22 08l 757

22.53

Residual value within the country

51 103 326

52.14

Social expenses
Investments

*

To this figure one must add nearly 50 per cent of the earnings of

SySf1?*?8' Spent in ?aire' i<e-:

^ S 170 832.

59 274 15o zaires, or 50.47 per cent.

100

This gives the following value:

S/ECA/UHCTC/36
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Exported value-

The breakdown of the exported value is as follows:

Dividends to foreign shareholders

9 b$?- °
333 30G

Imports

Expatriate wages paid

outside of the country

17.17

r

o 1/0 o32

it of the Company^ receipts, SO per- cent rsuain within the country in

.„- foi4s, while more than 35 per cent are transferred out of thejxwntry.

An analysis of these tables reveals the following facto: The receipts
distributed to Zairians in the form of wages amount to some 12^. oB zair.es p~r

person per month, or 1 472-12 zaires per person per year, which C™SBJ°

U5& 5 and rJSt 73, respectively. The amount paid does not enaole tae receipient
t7buy a "suit of clothes after 12 months of service, assuming tiiat ae ^eeps all
his money without spending it.

33.
Ta contrast to this, the remuneration received by the average expatriate
isV th- order of 13 221.41 zairea per month, or 153 £56.93 zaxresper year,
which amounts to 1 53S 5S9.CK) Belgian francs or the value of an apartment in
BelPiun.

The upshot is that after three years of service tne expatriate oaA

.

buy himself an apartment in his ovin co-antry or otart an oome eoonon- *"*1iritir'
whereas his Zairian counterpart is unable to save even l iOO or the
of U3S 5 on the black market, i.e., the valus of a bag ox cement.

U.
Tie araounts allocated for investments are too low, being the e
in value, of a house in Kinshasa. Tho yearly socia^c^ar^s forJhe

If one considers the portion collected directly oy the State of ^J"1

Zairians working in the company, it is in the area of & 99S ?72 ..axres, vhile

Se fo^i^liners collect 42 577 300 zairea. A, stated above, personnel
payroll costs constitute the heaviest factor in export cose.

35.
The cost of personnel took the following shape in 1982= - a worker costs
approximately Z ll?day (eleven zaires per day, i.e., J3 1.80 at tne o.feoxal
rate, or OSJ 0.50 on the illegal market); - a foreman cos.s Z oO/day, i.-.,
i

ffiil^t
on t,e official^et

or ^3^ f e^of ,c,al -*.

^ a

Sin^c^TSU ^C -'In'eStrllte e^loyee, Z 944/day^

m.50 (saiPe. paid to expatriate Horkers are oonvortiolo ,nto dollars a. the

S/ECA/UNCTC/36
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official r.iarket rate)*

A rough calculation chouc that for 1962, the 110 foreign

employees cost 103 340 zaires per day, or USO 13 880,00, while all the Zairian

employees together cost 1?!: 990 zaires, or 7S& 3 799.50 on the illegal marke-jr.
In other words, the 110 expatriate employees cost twice as much as all the 14 870
Zairian employees put togethero

36^

The Company explains this imbalance by tho difficulties that it experiences

in hiring qualified personnel. Independently of the dearth of the local market
in terms of qualified Zairian personnel, the Company considers itself penalized
by its enclaved geographic location, far from all of the country's major centres
where the few competent managerial-level people are to :*2 found. In order to
palliate these difficulties, the Company is setting up a dynamic policy for
strengthening Zairian personnel qualifiecations, which ought ultimately to make
it possible to cut down the recourse to expatriate personnel, which is too
costly.

37.
It should be pointed out that the wages of a highly skilled worker break
down as follows: Z 150 basic wage? Z 35 production bonus if the worker is in
the production department? Z 75 transportation bonus i.e., total gross wages of
Z 310, or US$ 15.50. The worker also has the benefit of free housing at the
workers1 ca^p and free medical care, A Zairian engineer graduating from an
institute of higher learning and starting his career in the Company receives a
total gross salary of 1 900 zaires (i.e., 7S& 95)- Me is further given free
lodging and also has the advantage of free medical care.

(iii)
3o.

The Company's prospects

Sominki, as mentioned above, is a merger of several companies that lave

been mining cassitsrite in this region since tho 1933*3.

As happens everywhere,

the first operatprs pounced on the rich, easy-to-nine deposits. After half a
century of exploitation tha easy deposits have"disappeared and have bean almost

totally depleted. Moreover, it waa after they begi-m. to experience difficulties
that the different groups which today make up Sorainki banded together to form a
single company.

39«

This partnership has not permitted an upsurge of production - quits the

contrary. Since the merger took place, production has done nothing but decline.
Today it has reached, the production volume of the sane groups in 1932, or in
other words, two years after cassitsrite began to be exploited in the region.

We should note, however, that production began to fall off as of 1955.

Excessively

low production costs, due to the low cost of labour, still enable the Company to
make profits, i.e., just enough to pay back investment capital, despite the fact
that the vary obsolete plants have already been depreciated.

40.

Tho Company is forced to discover new deposits or to start mining primary

deposits. Operating on the latter requires sizeable investments. Uoixe of the.
partners appear to be willing to put up the requisite capital.
Owing to the
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£

it is 'fairly woll remunerated with the Company operating as xt xs

presently*

n

Reinvestment o^ pronto is too low in order for the effects of it to be

felt Se heater and^ater deterioration of the transport infrastructure
which ifis'up to the Gtate to maintain, will ultimately prevent the Company from
d
Its business normally. The freeing of mining for gold *?.?**.
metals will deprive

Sominki of a considerable percentage of xt. active

who prefer mining a*d selling gold over a life of hard and poorly paid

w^nthe workings. In addition to desertion by workers *he abandon^

agriculture by peasants who are also involved in gol* mmmg will lead to famine

11 tZ Sea. Thus, the company will find it more difficult to supply its workers
and off^aL with'food. The combination of several factors i- £££ «y"fine

in the long run, harsh working conditions and jeopardize the profitaoility of the
corapanyfs activities,,

(b)

ZAtRCTAIN (GociitP. Zadroise d'e^loitation d'etain - Zaire Tin Mining
Company)

-

Company's name:

Ownership!
.

ZAIRSTAIN SARL - 1919.

mixed -

50 7°

50 jo

State

homines

Equity capital %

2aires 500 000.

Turnover:

1979;

Z«. 7 925 197

197;},

ZolO 447 351.

Head Office:

Kinshasa
3, av« de la Iviongala
B.Pc 510.

42.
Zairetain, besides producing tin, a metal obtained from cassiterite, also
produces and markets Colombo tantalite and tantaliferous dross. Geomines, the
State's partner in Zairetain, is a Belgian group operating in several fields, it
also mines tin in Rwanda in partnership with the Government*
(i)

Reserves?| raining and production

43.

Zairetain is involved in the working of 7 quarries of which 4 are entirely

44.'

The stanniferous resources in still only partially known unweathered

mechanized, 1 hydraulically worked, 1 manually and 1 on a small scale.

pegpnatite can be estimated as follows:

2/ x&itl/ u\\\SiC/ Jo
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Estimates of Zair-GtainTajnro reserves
KITCTOLO

m

oi

or

1.

Proved r eservea

2.

Probabln

reserves

31

950 coo

3,

Possible

reserves

5

100 000

11 200 000

Content
(k^/m-5)

Cassiterite tonnage
(metric tons)

2 Oo

22 500

1

57 100

1 .9

9 700

it-o^olo total

89 400

m&nono

The probable reserves of the eastern part of the deposit (Manono Sector)

have beer, calculated as follows s

xi

of ere

Content

Cassiterite tonnage

(metric tons)

Probable and possible
reserves
Total Kitotolo + Manono

45«

o5 SOC 000

137 000

1VV 150 f 00

225 4O0

The I^ajiono deposit is located at Ihe intersection of the Z7° East meridian

and the 7°20' South paralicl? :.n the angle formed by the Lualaba (45 km west of

Manono) aiad the Luvua (?0 km to the no,-th),

The known primary deposit consists of

two dykes of pegmatite bath having appreciably the same dimensions £

5 km in

length, while the width ranges 'rora 50 to 800 metres, with a mean of 400 metres.
There is a pegmatite ouvcroppi.ig covering an area of 1 200 000 square metres at
Manono' and 1 300 000 square netres at Kototolo* Between the two lenses there is
a strip 2.5 Ion in length through which the valley of the Lukushi passes5 which is
not adequately known.

45»

To the north of the two dykes there appear a certain number of pegmatite

lenses of various sizes} surrounded by mica schist.
It is not yet possible to
determine whether these ar*e separate lenses or apical outcrops arising from the
same pegmatitic mas£0

A detrrttal deposit has formed to the north of the dykes

and covers the mica schist«
?hese eluvia average 8 metres in thickness*
Laterization has taken place there to a greater or lesser erirent, forming either lateritic
i or friable lateritoy, -?r even hard lateritec.
The unweathered pegmatites

s/ega/tjhctc/36
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thus represent an exceptional reserve of more than 200 000 tons of cassiterite.
With these reserves, Manono constitutes one of the most important tin-bearing

deposits in the world.

To these unweathered pegmatite reserves there must be

S. the partially explored detrital resources in the area surrounding the Manono
primary deposit.

They involve pegmatitic eluvia and laterites.

47.
Up to the present time approximately 13 00-0 tons of cassiterite have been
recorded there. The size of the detrital resources may be increased considerably,
and Zairetain includes in its programme the prospects of eluvia ^^rrtes

over a wide area, astride the Manono primary deposit. Our of £%£«*> to^
inventoried, however, the exploitable reserve is estimated at 6 «»*"»• This
is insufficient.

Going hand in hand with laterite and eluvium prospecting,

Zairetain is planning to take up the tailings and. tue sand m the decantation
basins, using new techniques, in order to recover the accummulated losses. The
reserves contained in the dumps and decantation basins represent sereral tens

of nxllio^ of cSic metres of material with a content that is low but recoverable,

with acceptable yields, throu3h the use of new equipment for processing fines. .

48.
Zairetain works its deposits in several ways. The different methods appear
side by side as totally mechanized operations (these cover 7o percent of

production), hydraulic mining operations (l per cent), manual raining, ^""^
recovery (17 per cent), and operation by independent artisans (o per cent).

The

mechlSed facilities -^era designed for mining weathered ^J^-fllTf
be deemed finished,

The Company has to take up tne mining of the hard ore of

the prSary deposit. Processing the primary deposit involves higher consumption
of materials and parts, thus drawing upan...±he_sfirvices of .a procurement department
that is already at grips with cash-flow and foreignr-easnange problems, T.«
Company is trying to go back over .the tailings o* its earlier operations. It is
alsoturning in the direction of dredSing the rivor bens in tne region.

49.
The process -of beneficiating cassiterite is a gravimetric one. I'ihen
W what
wha
is inrolved is weathered ore, generally containing 0.03 to 0.0 per cent tin m
the form of recoverable eaositerite, concentration is done solely by gravity. The

cassiterite concentrates derived in this way assay oO to 70 per cent tin,

*-

for unfathered ore, it is necessary to pass through a preliminary step, involving

release from the recovery mesh by crushing. The products of crushing are subjected
to treatment by gravity through the successive use of jigs and co^vortxng tables.

E/BGA/utIGTC/35
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50.

From the concentrates assaying 70 per cent tin, columbotantalite is

extracted by means of electromagnetic separation*
The products thus purified
are smelted at Manono.
Zairetain exportss
(a) a standard metal, i.e.,

containing 99.35 per cent Sn|

(b) a columbotantalita concentrate containing

65 per cent combined niobium-and-tantalum oxide|

and (c) tantaliferous slag

containing 18-20 per cent niobiura-and-tantalum oxide.

The Company retreats

the slag from the furnaces several times, discarding it only when it no longer
contains any more than 1 per cent tin.

51•
The Manono foundry includes two electric are furnaces. In the first
furnace, which has a rated capacity of 1 000 KVA, through the reduction smelting
of cassitefcite one obtains a sort of tin matte, while at the same time rich

slags are formed (20 to 25 per cent tin). In a second stage, in a second furnace
having an 800 KVA rating, this rich slag is remelted in order to form poor slag

(containing less than 2 per cent tin) and hard rock containing 50 to 65 per cent

tin and iron. The latter product is recycled during the smelting of cassiterite.
The metal extracted during the first stage of the process is refined by fractional
liquation in hearth furnaces (it is rid of impurities such as arsenic, lead,

iron, etc.).

The refined metal is poured in 32 kg ingots.

efficiency is 89 per cent.
cassiterite per year.

The foundry's

It was set up for the production of 9 000 tons of

With the drop in production, the efficiency is declining,

owing to the small size of the circulating load.

Profile of production in metire tons

1968

1975

1975

1977

1978

1979

I960

Cassiterite

2 492

Tin

956
648

680

1 922

80

470

30

1 034
663

25

30

399
495

508
458

507
215

Columbotantalite
Tantalum—bearing slag

52.

years.

35
211.0

10

10

100

100

The table of production shows a continuous drop in production over many
The foundry is operating below capacity.

In 1900, the amount of tin

smelted was 215 tons instead of the installed capacity of 9 000 tons.

The

difference clearly evinces the degree to which the general situation of the
Company has deteriorated. Yet. the Company holds sizeable reserves and has an
energy infrastructure that would certainly have made it possible to produce more.
But difficulties of various orders hinder the smooth running of the enterprise.

E/ECA/UNCTC/36
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(ii)

Infrastructure
-

<W,

Energy

The Company has its ora hydroelectric plant located at Piana Muanga (90

to

from Manono), with a capacity of 35 000 KVA.

At present this capacity xb

SyoS the needs of the Company. The plant h« been amortized since, and tne
cost of energy is excessively iow0

—

54.

Technical facilities

Zairetain owns its own foundry, which is the only one i? Zaire at this time.

?he present processing capacity is 9 000 tons of cassitente (o SCO to 7 000 tons
of "tin per year).'

Well-equipped shops give the Company a certain degree of

autonomy! C them a considerable number of parts can be manufactured and almost
all the members df the machines used in mining can be repaired.

■"

Personnel

1973

1979

1980

2 524

2 455
47

2 4l6
41

Foremen (Zairians)
Management staff (Zairians)

19

17

2 550

2 497

Expatriates!
—

Foremen

-

Management staff

2 604

Total

(iii)

55.

Economic data_

From 1978 until I960, the breakdown of the cost price was as follows (in

current zaires):
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Table 13.

Cost price (in current zaires)

1978
Labour in zaires
Products consumed

1 4C2 570.35

2 956 189.95

422 213.55

1 532 079.S3

1 072 584.5.3

x 122 795.43

Subtbtal

2 152 825.06
... .

char&GS
Total

1980

507 814.97

Miscellaneous

Administrative costs, overhead,
finance charges, transportation,
taxes, duties and miscellaneous

1979..

239 155-79

.614 224.15"

3 403 806.37 4 542 993.75
'.;_.

5 494 785.ll
7 706 200.77 8 7S1 229.42
7 547 61Q.17 11 110 007.14 13 404 228.17

Cost of cassitcrite per ton
Smelting costs
General expenses
Cost of tin per ton
F03 cost per ton of tin

8
65
4 570
9
9

431.49
844.17
970.51
554.40
628.13

17
.314
12 Sl4
r;3
23

275.20
458.43
215.93
211.50
250.97

25
111
9 505
44
45

427,^0
530.77
795.98
957.53
IO7.59

Transportation costs within the Republic of Zaire developed as follows

(in zaires per ton).

„_

197S

From Manono - Muyunba - Matadi

1979
1 519,20

FfoHriitaono - Muyumba —-Kalami

-

73.73

73*73

Fr,o,m .Manono - Lumumbashi

55.

.

The normal exit routes are:

Manono lAiyumba to Matadi 5

198°

j < c-0

Manono to lAiyumba. - Kalemi-, Dar-es-Galaajn;

Manono to T4iyumba - Dilolo -Tobito.

Due to the fact

that tin is sold at FOB prices, the most advantage, transportation is via
Dar-es-Salaam. Difficultiee of removing goods along tliis route, however, often
render it necessary to pass via the costly Matadi route, 3ven air transport has
been used at certain times.

57.

Contributions to the Treasury are the result of various taxes and duties

which the Company owes to the State.
follows!

The various taxes and duties are as

e/eca/unctc/36
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Table 14.

Various taxes of Zairetain

1978

1979

1980

None

None

None

Export
,

-

Export duties

-

Statistical tax

-

Sales tax (turnover tax)

49 778.67

92 018.18

22 622.98

None

None

None

30 907.68
25 339.11

45 872.27
33 098.80

82 981.50
73 7H.12

416 949.95

384 286,38

570 770.82

565 105.78

491 880.43

777 245.11

Import tax
-

Import duties

-

Fiscal duty

-

Statistical tax

-

Turnover tax collected by Customs

Other impositions

-

Professional tax (on results)

-

Tax on income from securities

-

Exceptional tax (remuneration--

(dividend distributed)

of expatriate personnel)

-

Other contributions

-

Turnover tax on conventional
transfers

Total

■

58.
Exports do hot always coincide with production.
Thus, the value of export
receipts differs from the value of production. In order to apprehend the meaning
of the contribution made by Zairetain to the public treasury, it would be well to
compare it to total revenue derived from exports.
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Table 15 •

Zairetain's contribution to the Treasury

FOB unit value* in zaires

(3)

1979

9 542.11

24 671.85

45

156.55

18 888.60

79 103.97

Tin
J
Columbotantalite
)
Tantalum-bearing slag )

Total FOB values in zaires

S)

Tin

(3)

5 583.21

5 479.43
294.19

5 981 615.44
283 329.00
1 972 758.84

9 533 442.71
791 039.71
558 320.88

5 255 833.00

7 437 703.28

109 978. 030.30

565 105.78

491 880.43

777 245.11

10.75

6.61

7.07

5 250 059.38

Tantalum—bearing slag

11

Contribution to the Treasury
Percentage

*
59.

108*. 59

727.59

53.50

Cblurabotantalite

Total

1980

1978

1

Th"e~values given by Zairetain's annual report appear to me to be erroneous

Zairetain's products are marketed outside of the Republic of Zaire by

Sociate Generale des minerais de 3elgique (S.G.M*)*

Receipts are paid into

Zairetain's account, and Zairetain is accountable for them to the Banque du Zaire.
A foreign—exchange allocation system set up by the Government of Zaire gives the

Government the right to dispose of all receipts in foreign exchange derived from
the sale of export products.
A portion of them is made available to the producing
Company, in order to enable it to purchase the capital goods required for its
operation on fpreign markets, while the remaining portion
is given as the
equivalent in zaires.
The foreign-exchange portion received by the enterprise
amounts to approximately 30 per cent of its total receipts.
As can be seen from
the size of the portion collected by the State, Zairetain contributes very little
to the public treasury.

(iv)

60.
time.

Prospects and difficulties of the Comapny

The production of the Zairetain Company has been regressing for a certain
The cause of this are mainfold:

(a)

The gradual depletion of the surface deposit requires a sizeable

investment for the purpose of carrying out new prospecting and switching to
mining of fche primary deposit, the reserves of which are quite large.

(b)

The obsoleteness of the equipment, owing to rational non-depreciation

and failure to renew the machines at the appropriate time.
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(c)

The narrow profits resulting from the decrease in production and the

increase in operating costs have prevented the Company from having a healthy cashflow situation in order to ensure better operation.

■

(d)

: .

."..,'.

The two partners (Gaomines and the Zairian State) have not shown a,ny

real desire to put the Company back on a sound footing. The situation has
deteriorated over the years, and at this point the degree of deterioration
requires considerable capital in order to sa.T3 the company,

(e)

One consequence of this lack of nill has been the absence of any

rational programme of operation.

(f)

Procurement difficulties have further contributed to the Company's

poor performance.

:

■

>

(g) The decreased output of labour, somewhat discouraged by uncertain
prospects and by \ov income, has intensified the Company's difficulties still
further.

(h) New operating methods are contemplated, but the Company's fundamental
problem is to find the necessary funds for attacking the rich primary deposits
existing on its concession, for at.the current, selling prices of cassiterite,
mining the hard rock is still economically feasible.
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CHAPTER

II

STRUCTURE OF THE TIN MAtfKET

A»

Marketing mechanism

1.

Marketing

(a)
61,

Tin laetal

The mark^tin^ of tin h^o two oidon to it, depending upon whether one is

dealing with metallic tin or concentrates!

In the case of tin in metal

form,

the

most significant markets for the developing countries are actually the terminals
of the Penang market,

the London Metal Exchange,

and the Mew York Market*

The

physical volume of metal passing through Penang is greater than any*fo.ere else in
the world, whereas London,

through the London Metal Exchange,

where the price is determined*

is the location

The London price is often higher than the Penang

price, due to the fact that it takes freight into account.

(b)
62.

Concent rat es

In the case of concentrates, sales are based on long—term contracts between

producers and smelters.

Among the countries that sell concentrates one should

mention Bolivia and Zaire* * For these countries,

of appreciable importance,

the contracts in question are

albeit in the case of Bolivia one can expect an

increasing drop in concentrate

exports during the coming years,

due

to new

foundry projects.

63»

The supplying of concentrates to foreign smelters is based on contracts

similar to those involving other non—ferrous metals.

Payment is made after
delivery to the foundries, the base price being determined by the quotations on
the London or New York markets*
Contracts obviously specify concentrate
characteristics,

such as minimum tin content and acceptable impurity level.

2«

The forces of interference on the market

64«

The tin market is governed by a juxtaposition of different forces.

considers the forces normally acting on a metal market,

of the following additional forces:
agreements.

If one

one must add the interferenc

(a) The play of the international tin

These are characterised by the existence of a regulating stock and

by export control mechanisms.
floor price of the metal

twe-^week period in 1958*

This force has made it possible to maintain the

for more than twenty years,

with

the

exception of a

Despite successive increases in the ceiling price, the

market price long remained,

(b) The strategic stock of the United States.

non-periodic use of this stock frequently affects the tin market.

The

The attached

table gives the detailed evolution of tin prices on the London and New York Markets,

(c) The expenses and costs of smelting facilities in the face of the energy crisis.

Since the energy crisis,

Belgian,

have experienced a rise in costs;

British and American foundries and refineries
similarly,

the cost of foundry installations

located in developing countries has become almost prohibitive..

expenses showed the following patterns

The increase in

U3& 0.24 per pound in 1974;

pound in 1977 and TJS& O.oO per pound in 1978,

US$ 0.48 per

These expenses include transport
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costs from the developing countries to Europe or

This latter force, added to the tin market, does

in Rwanda

and in Zaire.

^
(d)

the Governments of developing countries.

65

A further factor on the t

^^^/addition to the _

3 ^.--"SS."— *
ta contrast

xn
the

first

a

-S -

the activities of the British companies in Malaysia.

66.

h"

developing

inte

in Thailand, as in Zaire, there exist ^j^

^inr—^i^^^^^^

rations in marketing and spftitinq operations.

Sio^l Sc^or°ationsSsmfpCan i^anfr^VtLievel ^^ces^'and

from the value added, even though the profit
transferred abroad..

from the foundry are
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Table lo.

Concentration of tin smelting companies in 1376

Capacity in

Corporation

thousands

Percentage

of tons

Cumulative
percentage

PLATTIIO 1JV (Australia)
Brazil, Malaysia, Nigeria

09 500

0VE3S3AS CHINESE 3AIHCIIG GROUP
(Malaysia)

29.5

40 000

17.1

45.7

25

000

10.7

57.4

25 000

11.1

58.5

8.5

77.0

14 000

.5.0

33.0

9 000

3.3

86.8

5

2.1

88.9

SHELL 3ILLIT0H

(Thailand)

P.T. TII/iAII (Indonesian Govt*)
RIOTIIJTO ZENC (Copper G.B.)

20 000

G0MI30L (Bolivia)
GULF CHEMICALS (USA)

M3TALLURGTK H030KEM 07ISaPHLT (3elgiua)

-■

000

Tin market prospects

(a)

Pattern of cli

(i)

in C

Short and medium term

san,e estimates forecast an appro.i^te 1 per cent risf in pfi^ i

T

over the same period (price based on the high 197S-X977 level).

TAZ P

(ii)

59.

°f °th3r tl tl

i

2

half

term

Long-range analyoes, however, point a somewhat pessimistic picture for the

producer countries, unless certain measures are taken.

Indeed, a comparison

oetween production and consumption shows a positive balance in' favo^of production.
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Evolution of promotion in metrlo_tpns
1380*

1375

1972

200 700

179 700

*

70.

Mine production.

was due chiefly to the increase

and

The drop in production

production was the answer to
additional production greater

in costs following the °* ™a*B^
increased prices-

Indonesia and T^

than the reductions effected by ouae*

countries.

ioii in mstricjoag

■•

(b) the use of tinplate, the pri

^f

ke da, and the production of cans has

aluminiuB.

foP tin producers

-mis tin consumption f^^J

In contrast to this,

)

capable of taking on total integration.

(b)

72.

Eyolution p_f

The price of tin rose during the fl^^£r1g^

the selling price douoled, wxtn a mean 01 .«* j .
From 1973 to 133O? the prxce trebled .on. o
of prices was the discontinuance,

underlying the tripling

t;

at t,^ &u o. «/

totalled U5 000 tons of tin metal fron 19^- to

^^ ^^

,

.-

^.^ ^
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procure»"ent and_prica fixing
Procurement

(a)

Procurement at the sour

operat

(b)

Procurement on the organized market;
organized markets for tin revolve about three

2*

London Metal Exchange (T..M.R.)

as

h

Origin of the L.M.S.

'f° bSing

?

he industrial takeoff of iJurope.

lnsufficie«th ou

larP «*•« in metal roquiroaents^
The concomitance of needs and

nef
f
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<-\ )

Owinp to the fact that Great Britain had begun industrialization

W before other countries, it had a range of diversified "*»£«£

Supplying them required large quantities of mineral raw materials.

(2)

The very extensive British Umpire housed the largest deposits then

■ ( ' workld7and the English 2roups already constituted powerful mxnxng
and finance companies.

(3)

78.

Great Britain also had the biggest oceangoing fleet in the world.

It was thus natural for London, the _ political and ^ ^^V^f*£^

avoid the risk of a rise in prices

79.

in o^er.to facilitate ^
Metal Exchange Company in

and now gold.

(b)

Standardisation of contracts

The appearance of a

permanent market on which one was guaranteed that every

points:

(1)

For each metal, futures transactions were concentrated on a single
form defined by its grade and its purity.

/2\

(3)

;

•

- -<- —

-

■<■ *u~~~ «««-t-'iR i-ras fixed for quotations (this was the

or tin from ISalaysia via the Gape of Good h

Transactions"had to involve uniform lots (25 tons for copper, lead and
zinc, 5 tons for tin, and 1 000 ounces troy for silver).

(4) The metal necessarily had to be delivered to a ™^^g^^
Exchanpe (initially, the approved warehouses were all located wi

SfSSed Sngdoml'but thVuM-E. now has Customs-free warehouses
in Europe).
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(c)

The practice of hedging

for future deliverySays^L^f
was definitely lower" than the for^ar^ ^ HJl
HJ
in particular, with roBDecrt to T^

the event that the saotTate pr^vaiUnr a' tt 5• SU

a trader who iad sold^

in the opposite dl^

it^int

cancels or ^

""

h a

«U1 offset

s;

*°*

trad2S in Silver>

and gold,

it is designed

spot rate at th

coverinS himself to

or

risk of losses

Pf delivery musT fa 1 In

he Was at a ^"advantag

OUtflows >*

In certain cases

find a counterpart to his

T f reCeived the **al

id!

it if the

time of delivery of the n

one another.

a Potential loss in

Sfe^nt

=>ate
.M.^,.,

to facilitate trade

though
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85.

The operation, can involve throe types of contract,

(i) spot contracts (cash contracts), *i«* i^V i-diate, doXiverv

(ii) ZZT^L*.. *** -suit in tto deliver, of the -tal at
a specified fu'oire datej

o-iori also imply delivery at a

^

*«

-««* - oe

d from one operator to another.

36

i •

««* cao^ or forward contracts take place on the

Transactions involving spot oa-"^°

tion8 relating to futures

Sbot (or physical, or cash) market, ^^7^°^ two ^rfcets are distinct.

contricts-are handled cathe future^, markoc

the ^^^ of the L#a.E.

futures contract basically corresponds to ti^

4.

The Penanfi (?inan^) market

87.

Tn Malaysia there exist» *

transactions take place.

is done in physical

It xs th

rohaseQ on paper.
The
^ entire «orld, except in Europe,

^^"

the standard.

5.

Metal quotations

(a)

On tne L.«JJ'J
trict rules.

88.

Trading on exchai^s is

the L.M.S. trading is dona oy ^
ner metal;

the official quotatxon

second period.

In fact, four

£

^ £

P

bu

?Jld seller prxces

* ^^c
^^characteristic of this exchange

^
^^na
in sessions.

Idd the
the
Indeed,

the L.M.S. are divided into two categories;
The ring

the trading floor

cost of futures trading-

On

In
periods or rings
t^rio cried out at the end of the

xchan2e is

— of
o
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(2)

(b)

89.

The other members, of whom there are approximately one hundred,

have an observer and can place orders during sessions through the
intermediary of a member of the ring. The vast majority of operators
do not have access to exchange trading sessions and consequently can
trade only through their brokers? the latter must turn to a member
of the riiig in the event that they themselves do not belong to it.
OnCoraex

Comex, like many other exchanges, has a clearing house in which buying and

selling are cleared each day. Furthermore, every forward transaction requires
taat a deposit be put up, representing a percentage of the amount of the operation.
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CKAPT3a

III

THE ACTION OF THE TRANSNATIONAL CORPORATIONS
Oil THE MECHANISTS OF PRICE COIITaOL

of

the

Ol

91.

- ^

hi

commodity and its

Por the most part it is develooing countries, through their government-owned
For the most pax. ic i

u

worid's production.

The association

fixing prices aooeptablo to all, by mutual consent.

Q2

This structure put an end to the speculative gams of the large transnational

corporalTn the field of tin. Ihe play in which they «»» -*i^ulg 1S

thaTof the commodity exchange.

Their freedom in this process, however, is

limited by the manosavros of the International Tin Council..

production to consumption, and to stabilize prices«

A

Theoretical aspects of market stabilization

1

The nrinciple of stabilization of an international aetal market

a period of years, raises two proolsms:

(±)

■■ ^

There must exist an international price standard, the medium-term

evo^tion of which is a faithful reflection of the production/consumption

ratio. Such a price should serve as a standard for establisning;the
rates on international trading in the metal. In the case of basic _
metals, the London Metal 3xchange price quotations met taeae criteria.
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(ii) Stabilisation of prices cannot be considered an end In itself; sound,
effective regulation of thz market has to operate at the lave! of the

tailoring of production to consumption.

Regulation thus assumes a

continual oalance between the two: i.e., the elimination of phases
of overproduction and phases of short-age; but these are engendered by
phenomena unrelated to the international metal market, which run up
against the rigidity of production. Hence the difficulty of totally

^ Sr"55'011 * ^^ °f ^^^ and'shortage

T*~°i -:o-"-nc of an intarnationr.l anrkjt atabilization policy

tt twStabilization Policy must cover two aspects: the preventive aspect and
^lS°rapeUtlC aSp?Ct.' " raust c°me into play whenever imbalances to be
fougnt appear.

During a phase of ovorproduction, measures must be instituted

S2 °OUrSC °fJhe P^ess °f decline. An'initial means consists in
restrictions on exportation or

production.

up surpluses by buying up the metal

A second means consists in soaking

on tho commodity market and also directl^

;XP?orU?VS)
at ^r1"3 " UntU the —P^uction has been absorbed In
order for thxs system to Oe effective, these measures would have to be inplemLred
5fe°ti^enass °f «^se measures involves a twofold effect:

97.

on the one

During a period of scarcity, stabilization measures are fear-d toward

increasing *upPlyand keeping down demand. Swelling of the supply~c"a^ot arise
conte^nir^H^^r^rSinCG CapacitiGS arG full7 "sod. Hence, one solution
contemplated is to maintain on a permanent basis a surplus production canacitv

the idle portion of which could readily be put to use in tho event Tf T*
acceleration of the demand.. This solution runs up against two obstacles- it Is

furt2raore1Cth°r the pr°5UCer' yhos^overhead charges would increase heavily;
development'and nrabilizrall^hS^r0^011 ^aVf iar^°~SCale Problems' of economic

even with an equalization of ohaPaes^^ pro^uc^s^ndilns^rs, ^^^y

solution is quxte likely to be unfavourable to them. What is mo^e'the situation
of scarcity that increases their export revenues is advantageous to t^en

Sit
t ^TTnl ln ^f17/3"
thUS "^ St£m from the sal° °f s*°°^ deviously
T L?:^: f°r
^ ?' ^^ a phaSS °f ovorproduction: this is the principle
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The prerequisites for the efficacy of a policy of stabilization of a metal

^rket aref a^ement on a common strategy (among members) and -ntrol^over the
ZTor portion of the international market for the metal. From the Poetical
Spolnt, stabilization raises several problems, the answers to wmch depend,
in particular, on good statistical knowledge of the metal markets

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

the distribution of the costs of stabilization measures, and
in particular the financing of the buffer stock;.

,

the determination of ths amount of such financing;

the definition and allocation of production and export quotas;

the determination of the price levels below or above v;hich action
must be taken.

B

The stabilization of the tin market or the role of the

t.

International Tin Council

■1.

100.

TLe history of tty international tin agreements

The history of the attempts to stabilise the international tin market

unfolded in three phases!

Phase 1
i^
,

This is the phase of the private agreement of the Bandoeng Pool. As
early as 1921 the Federated Malay States and the Netherlands Jndies
had come to an agreement on reacting against a price slump and a
situation of overproduction.

Phase 2

""

101.

This was dominated by the inter-governmental accord reached in1931

following the creation.of the Tin Producers' Association m 1929-19JU.

This agreement was renewed in.1934, in 1937 and in 1942«

The States came to an understanding for the setting-^p of an International

Tin Committee whose action legally came to an end in I94o, whereas in «*£}
practice it had ceased to exist as of 1939. During its existence, the Committee
had to face the crisis of the nineteen-thirties and the period of overproduction
following 1935. In an endeavour to stabilize prices, the Committee ^sorted to
two important measures; (a) Restrictions on production^ (the quotas *£pttedto

each country ranged from 49 per cent to 35 P^ cent in 1938).

(b) Buffer stocks.

Setr Zct™s to absorber soak up excesses. They did so on three occasions.

The 1937 accord added a third measure to the existing provisions, I-s objective
-was in fact to regulate production and exports so as to tailor production to
consumption, to prevent rapid, severe price fluctuations, and to maintain
reasonable stocks.

Phase 3

~"

The third stage, which began in 1945, brought with it an additional
dimension:

Whereas previously everything took place among Pr°ducerf'

it was thought in this stage that consumers could be brought into the

process.

The International Tin Study Group was then created.
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102. This Group had now power to coerce, but it was in charge of preparing the
statistics on production and consumption, and in this capacity it made recommenda
tions to the governments. As early as 1948 this Study Group was to prepare an
international commodity agreement of the type defined in Havana.
The idea met
with American opposition.■ This opposition lay at the base of the failure of the
1st Geneva Conference in 1950.

103. Notwithstanding this failure, in 1953 the Group established an International
Tin Agreement. It did not take effect, however, until 1 July 1955. Since that
time agreements have been reached every five years (1956 - 1951 - I9S6 - 1971 -

1976 - 198l).

These accords are governed by the International Tin Council (iTC).

This third phase has been characterized by an ever-growing number of participating
countries,

and this has led to broader control over production and world

consumption.

With the 5th Agreement, more than 90 per cent of consumption (through

the joining of the United States) is controlled by the International Tin Council.

2.

Objectives of the Tin Agreements

104.

The aims of these different accords have evolved with the situation of the

moment. The first agreement was signed at a point when there existed considerable
surplus production owing -to the cessation of American strategic buying. Price
stability was a secondary aim. American strategic buying had in fact led to
sizeable investments giving rise to laege production capacities.
When the
purchases stopped, these became surplus capacities.
This first agreement set up
export restrictions for long periods.

105«
The second agreement was signed at the point when these restrictive measures
threatened to create a situation of underproduction, on the one hand, and on the
other, there existed uncertainty as to whether the Americans might now put part
of their strategic stock, which had become surplus, back on the market.
The third
agreement came a year after the creation of UNCTAD.
Among its objectives, one

already finds the conciliation of the concerns of the producer States, whose
development is tied up with export revenue, and those of the consumers, desirous
of having a regular supply at so-called equitable prices. It was at the time of
this agreement that the liquidation of non—commercial stocks was contemplated for
the first time. In the short term, the agreement stressed price stability, and in
the long term, expansion of markets and a balance between production and con
sumption.

106,

One of the goals was to increase the resources of the producer countries and

to speed up their economic growth and their social development.

It was then that

the notions of remunerative receipts for producers and adequate supplies for
consumers at fair prices made their appearance.
The fourth accord, which differed
little from the third in its aims, placed the buffer stock in its normal perspectiv

Here it played its true role of regulation that must precede export restriction
measures, whereas these constituted nearly the sole preoccupation of the first
agreement.
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re

manner.

concilation between the

In it the stress was place* ons

(a)

increased efficiency in the
world

use of tin so as to aid in conserving

resources;

in marketing.

MB.

in short, the practical

through

the

^

diff.-^, asroe

so far as possible, the gaps
raedium-tern price fluctuations.

The si^

uacil#

sixth agreement wont xato effect on 1
/
possibility of an extension for an additxonel two yea

^

r^y ^ considerable

five-ycar period, vlth the
±

oalls

fol,

a

rtatira> as

total

a r^o of intervention

buffer stock of 39 SSS tons of tin as jell >

109.

^

^ differcn;. partners. The

3olivia questioninS the floor prices set
difficulty did the asrooment manage to^

raechanisms for stabilizing the prxco o.
that might be3f modified on the basis o, me

^

tern, p

This agreement did not enjoy ^

Bolivia, one of the prinoipal P™*™?™

has the United States of teaca, a 0x3

sixth-^areement period is tne attempt to e cate

but the project seems to oe off to a oad ata^t,
of opinion between the f,o main ^.eres ed

tWO countries, alon3 with Thailand, .,ese co

submit the draft to tl:c fourt.i mimslo^al .
on 29 ilove-nber 19C?..
toy ?oint P«>Jf« -• ;
fclaysia and Indonesia eacn nad .0 suaoi. .

they viewed the structunna of suca a.. a^°-

controls

25 S-^SSJ1^

tant fact during this

^

^

^^ Q, Producing Countries;
si51lificant differences

^

.

Indonesia,

These

'a%r;pos3d Tin Association and
o. P

t&a#

Oll the contrary,

tho nay in which

,ouid liko the tino

th

cessary financial

^ -,-p the siztli International

s ?urt"elate to the

X10.
Indonesia, for it.
Tin Agreement.
The diV33?
manner of exercising tao rign.

^_

point to-.which attention snould be cal.ea «
lionetary Fund, toward the sixth agrpem-^ ^"
for financing buffer stocks could oe u^c to
for their compulsory contributions to

producinS country Group. Another
^
f ths In.tsrnational
that

its. available funds

tho member countries in paying
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111. The F\indfs disposable moneys for tl-j fiiiai.ci.ria of buffer stocks 'it also
covers products other thru tin) ware made available in 1959 and can provide part
of the payments toward which the member countries of international agreements
having buffer stocks are required to contribute, in accordance with terms and
conditions determined by the Fund and subject to a certain number of established
criteria* Drawings !aa/ bo ir^aclci in an amour/: ccl rcjpv,ndmg to 50 per cent of the

maximum contribution ,of the member country. Whenever such a country makes use of
the Fund's disposable resources, it underrates to ooopoutc wit!, the Fund in
seeking solutions to its balancs-of-paymonts difficulties*

112, Since the disposable funds for the financing of buffer stocks were made
available, the International Monetary Fund hao provided its assistance to the
member countries of the fourth and fifth International Tin Agreements (1971--1975

and 1975-1982). The sixth agreement calls for the maintaining of restrictions
throughout 19&3« These restrictions presently represent 35 Per cent of the

normal export amount.

It hopes in this way to sustain the price which, for the

end of 1982, is in the neighbourhood of h 7 400 (sterling) per ton. or over
US$ 14 OCX),

3*

*

'

Tie noch.yiisn of- the Tin A

113. The agreements are governed by the International Tin Council. This is an
equal-membership agency both of whose sides, producers and consumers, have equal
powers. It convenes periodically in order to examine the situation in the light
of the statistics with a view to taking the necessary measures for implementing
the policy of stabilization. Decisions are adopted no* by vote, but by consensus*
In order to achieve the stabilization of the tin markett the Council makes use of
the following instruments: ceiling and floor prices? buffer stock? and export
control.

(a)

114.

-•TIC JO

The Council establishes a price scale divided into three sectors.

The

floor price and the veiling price are ^etercnined in such a way as to nark off
the level that is supposed to insure long-tern equilibrium between production and
consumption?

this level corresponds to tho price trend.

Inasmuch as the latter

is the result of the development of production costs and monetary erosion, floor
and ceiling prices have to be adjusted periodically, though this adimstnent is not
done automatically by indexing. It should be pointed out that in all the agreements
the adjustments have oeen upward ones. The floor price is one that guarantees

minimum receipts for producers and security for investors.
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(b)

T'io buffer 3tock

international Council has constituted a -took thai: enables it to

rrarrsr^s:
ess ssrss. s^
toward the floor price, but without attaining it, the stock Manager may

.ro'ded that he has a net buying position. If the reference P-- reaches the

?loor price, the Manager must buy. If the standard price climos into the upper
rfe
bu does not attain the ceiling price,, the Manager may operate, provided
tnat he is a net buyer. In the event that the standard price hits the ceiling,
tne Manager must buy. If the reference price fluctuates within the middle reaches,
the Manager may not operate unless he is authorized to do so by the Council.

—

Stock volume

116. This
volume was set at 25 000 tons in the first agreement, but was cut
back to 20 000 tons in the subsequent ones. This volume amounts ,o more than a
month's consumption. At times this quantity is inadequate, 'out the council can
resort to borrowing, giving warrants as a guaranty. Yet the problem of financing
hampers the Council in its manoeuvres in this area,
-

Stock financing

117. The financing of the buffer stock is borne by the producers, with voluntary
contributions on the part of the consumer countries. Nevertheless, the fifth
agreement set a non-compulsory contribution goal for the consumers, equalling
the charges borne by the producers. The consumers have always refused to accept
the obligation to contribute toward stock charges.

This attitude introduces an

element of dissymmetry into the system.

(c)

118.

Controlling of exports

Restrictions on exporting constitute the ultimate measures to which the

Council resorts when the stock action remains ineffectual.

These measures are

difficult for the producers to withstand, so that the Council has resource to
them only in certain extreme cases. On the whole, the producers alone have to
bear the rigorous aspects of the mechanism of stabilization.
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3.

An overall assessment of the Agreements

119.

The different accords have made it possible to bring together in a sinple

Included10"
°VT ** PSr °ent °f Producti°n >** »»«-ly 30 Ur cent of consumption.
Included amongtne consumers are France, the German Federal Republic, Japan
£°»l t " ^C°nf

SSSt consumer)' «*. s^ the fifth agreement, the United

States, after long resistance, despite the growing interest manifested.

The USSR

has been present Sxnce the fourth agreement, but with a special status connected

S

£\T

PrTld? intSrnal statistios "■• information on future estimates,

t y ar3malfeble desree of success.

Added to this are the diplomatic

of

established.

^^

t°jaCtion on the ^fcet, the agreements have mado it possible to

about the conditions for the efficacy of a stabilization policy.

The

2-tz

stock

of the

*-*-

W^T
fai-°f the aSr3aoent« is Prtce stability and a suitable
balance between production and consumption. No one would dispute the fact that
the accords have resulted in a better tailoring of productio/to conLmp^on^ As
far as prxce stability is concerned, it seems important to point out that an

agreement which as a matter of principle maintains a sector^ree of any intervention

==LfTS5 SSTS SJSSS'LS: -LTrrLA25 h£Tr
»r»-

122. If one looks closely, one notes that the Tin Council lopped o^ all the
troughs xn the curve. As mentioned above, the Council's great succ^s is to

have constantly defended the floor price and to have managed to achieve this
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(i)

(ii)

During the time between the two wars the oscC lations of tin, synchronous
with those of copper, load and zinc, developed in line with a horizontal
trend, whereas the latter three metalo lost half of their buying power
(more than a dcfenfe of stabilization, there was a defense of prices,.

From 1953 to 1973 and real prices of the four metals ware clearly above
the prices between the two wart., but in the case of tin one notes
that there was a plateau during the first ten yearss. and a higher
level thereafter*

(iii)

During the same period, rubber ar.d sugar lost a large part of their
real value,, and wheat stsadily dropped*

123,

On the basis of these considerations one can conclude that, while the tin

accords may not have guaranteed perfect price stability, price performances or.

the whole were higher than for the other non-ferrous metals quoted in London,
and especially more so than agricultural products* It should bs pointed outs
however, that since the outset the measures to be taken in case of a shortage
contained in the agreements have been purely formal. There are several reasons
for this t

(i)

the effective measures that one might imagine would involve
distributing the available metal* Such measures would be an attach
on the structures of liberal trade, as it is understood in the
majority of the consumer countries; and these nations have never
resolved in favour. of them*,

(ii)

...

a larger buffer stock would make it easier to defend the ceiling,
provided tliat the metal were accumulated while defending the f. oor.
The financing of the -stock has always beer- a bor,e of contention
between consumers and producers* What is more, the fact that the
Council would be able to buy up a very sizeable stock would spur
increased development of mining capacities^ and this would lead to
overproduction that would become chronic*
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CHAPTER

IV

TRANSNATIONAL OORPORATIOH3 Itf ZAIR2 Till IHDJST3Y

A.

Introduction

124.

Tin exploitation in Zaire is carried on by joint ventures between the State

TJLiJire u
foreif1 SPoapa, The most important among these groups are Belgian,
The French groups have projects that nill materialize in the near future. The
Belgian groups have been in existence in Zaire for a verv long time, as a result

rwo ,.areCSi?eZbr^
S~
-^ ^
^ ^^ hy 3*lZ±um° *«»6
these groups,
_
""
^°
ly1
s group and the Smpaxn groupo
Franca is represented

,

oy the d.H.G.M, group (Bureau des rechorches gaologiques et minieres).

The

movements toward economic independence that havrmarked'the'relatS^betwee^ ^
Belgium and Zaire for over twenty yearc.

f«wa^ +!

+■ .^Sr°Upi °earf the staja? of the opening of the Zairian economy

toward the outside world other ;han Belgium. A trip through the pre^olonial
penod and the period following the annexation of the Congo to Belgium will
provide an understanding of tha.origin of the charters of these companies.

3c

The origin of the Belgian groups

1«

Geomines

(a)

126.

ffhe Gh_arter

Corporate style;

Compagnia giologique et mirJ.ere des In^snieurs et

industriels uelges.^ Gaomines was founded in 1910 as a corporation existing
«

i

,

ta*""^*

*"ijc*vc-*1

-"-awhjjiii^

lu

d.

group

oi

P'eoXo'^ists

s.nH

fn was to Sather infonnation in Katanga on deposits of

SSTl
Jt,!
rYall
ff1action
aU natUreS'
tO haVe
thesc deP°si*s
Studied
at
their locations
aild take
with a view
to obtaining
any and
all research

permits and mining concessions, and finally, to create any and all companies

whose memorandum and articles of association must be approved by the S! '

(Cornits special au Katanga, which constituted the 3ranting authority) and whose

purpose vas to work the mines discovered, sell their products, and carryout any

operations ancillary to mining.

Main office:

Liege;

Duration,

30 years-

Authorized capital stock, 2 340 000 Belgian francs, divided amon, 78 shires

21

r?V VaiUS °f 3° °°° 3elBina franCS' ^ realization oAlis goll
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thev discovered the MAHOHO field, and mining followed in

at the time*

(b)

Capital developments

Jogs Allard Banks

3 000

-2 million francs).

Directors and the Teclmical Soard;

4

e

t ^resolution of the Extraordinary beholders Meeting he d on
ig

period.

l

parts that could not come from Europe during wartime.

132. in 1943 oaaaiterits production amounted to 5 000 tons.
weathered
Ol

6rSCClOH

This Has the highest

concentrator designed

to use drilling

undercutting and crushing methods.
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(c)

The new Gaomines of

•-?i*i In 195° a neW G4omines» a Congolese corporation having its headquarters
at Manono, was created.

Mining, ore processing and related operations'. '■..Subject

to an extension agreement, the company was set up to last until 12 March 1990.
Nominal capital of 200 million Congolese francs, represented by 300 000 shares
having a face value of 250 francs, paid up in full. The CSK had the right to
subscribe for a maximum of 20 per cent of any capital increase. Out of the

company's net profit 5 per cent is deducted for the purpose of constituting a

reserve.fund.

This deduction ceases to be compulsory ouce the fund reaches

10 per cent of the nominal capital.

If possible, a maximum of 5 per cent by

way of an optional bonus to employees.

134.

Out of the profit surplus royalties are payable to the CSK (12 per cent

ox the profits if they are lower than 7 per cent of the authorised capital,
45 per cent between 10 and 15 per cent, 40 per cent between 15 and 35 per cent

00 per cent beyond this, and 50 per cent only if what are involved are not diamond,

gold or precious-^tone deposits), and 7.5 per cent to the numbers of the Board
ox Directors except if the distributable profits are not in excess of 7 per cent
r rJvf oapital» otherwise, Directors would be entitled only to the yearly
o 000-F fee?

(i)

the balance went to the shares of stock,

Amendments to the by-laws

135. At the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting held 5 June 1950, 400 000 3
shares belonging to the CSK were eliminated. Independently of the right to
vote attached to the shares of stock, the CSK continued to enjoy voting rights
equal to one-taird of the total number of votes that could be exercised at
Shareholders' Meetings. However, there was a change in the distribution of

™
*?," 7 a rOyal dSCree °f 27 I/Iay 1952> the nominal capital iras raised to
7OO million Congolese francs through the floating of 500 000 new shares each

for a par value of 1 000 francso Subscription was as follows: 100 000 shares
at Fr 1 000 - Fr 13 by way of costs by CSK. 230 000 shares by Soci&ts Ganarale of

Belgium.

120 000 shares by 3anque Naselmacfcers Fils & Cie.

135. Tnese shares Here then offered to the stockholders at the same priceo The
uOO 000 old shares (?r 250 each) uere also transformed into 200 000 shares for

Fr 1' 000 each, by exchanging four old shares for one 1 OOC-franc share, without
any fractions being issued, In this way, the nominal capital of 700 million

Congolese francs was represented by 700 000 shares of 1 000 Congolese francs each.

(ii)

Gaomines as a Belgian-law corporation

137. A few days prior to the independence of the Congo a law promulgated in
Belgium turned Geomines into a company organized and existing under Belgian law.

on/wfnJ;0 mSet this4aew situation, the Extraordinary Shareholders' Meeting of

^0/12/1953 amended the company's by-laws in order to bring them into harmony with
Belgian law. Actually, Belgium created two Gsomines corporations. Thus the CWo
subsequently lost all its rights, in this corporation, while as granting authority
it indented all those acquired by the CSK. In the field, production had diminished

to some extent

(?,o 000 tons from the end of 1952 to 1959) as a result of the tii»ht

quota restrictions on tin required by the International Tin Council.
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r
jolt to confidence in °^sldVT

nPf^~n otters/subsequent to the Mulilist

great difficulty, fro™ these <*^oances ...en others, su
insurrection, occurred, prevents normal activ^
P

qu^ ^

^ ^^
^ ^^

had to be evacuated and there «as greax loss of mat riel.^ ^ , ^
of the mercenaries created panic in *»e xo.eigii

it IZ Still possible to achieve . production of 2 700 tons.
(d)

Interests held

rainiere de la Lueta, and.in Indumines.

(e)
140.

Creation of Congo ?*"i" (Zairetain)

Under the Uakajika lav, of 19*., t;-/^«

resumed in full its power as

!f™

to ttat dj,te Mere

them.
As a
a result
result of
of
granting authority. 0*?«»"«'"'^i H^f. hdT^ them.
As

compelled to refilo appHcat.ons for -^P^£ ^ ^ anr, G,oininos, agreement
the negotiations undsrtakor. between the^tat. °^ ^- r?^

ny

starting

were rfached that led to the creatxon o, ^^^^^'h
'hsc**** in Zi
Zaire.
y

and it was created under Congolese lau.

141.

The share of tUa

-fas
jas

cov

ren vy the concession, while that of Geomines
rc

*

,

±

195y%. it was in
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(f)

142.

G^praiiios throughout the world

Today Geomines1 activities extend well beyond the frontiers of Zaire and

3elgium:

(i)

In Rwanda

In the area of tin, G3omines wines cassiterite and related motals in Rwanda,
where it has created a mining company under the name GEO Rwandae
In Rwanda, as

in Zaire, there were a swarm of small companies that exploited tin.
In 1973*
following a spectacular change in leadership, Geomines succeeded in uniting all
these companies in a single corporations
Somirwa, a corporation in which Geomines
holds 51 P^r cent and the State of Ruanda, 49 per cent.
Somirwa is governed by a
Board of Directors, the chairmanship of which is ensured by Gaomines, while two
managing directors represent Rwanda and Geomines,

industry in Rwanda is in the hands of .Somirwa.

respectively.

The entire mining

Desirous of increasing the value-

added, the State of Ruanda deemed it advisable to smelt the cassiterite locally,
in order to export only tin metal.

143*

Geomines detached itself from the State on this point:

thus the foundry

belongs to the State and works for Somirrfa on a special-order basis.
The foundry
was designed for a yearly capacity of 3 000 tons, a volume that Somirwa does not
manage to supply to it:
questionable.

hence the economic feasibility of the foundry is

Furthermore,

in Rwanda as in Zaire,

placers are becoming depleted.

Large amounts of capital are required for the purpose of carrying out geological
studies and operating on the primary deposits.

Geomines has bsen unable to get

together the necessary funds, and has requested the Rwandcse Government either to
back the loans or to borrow on the market itself0
resolved, and Somirwa is doing poorly.

(ii)

Slse'.rhore

Aside from Rwanda,

Geomines is present in Portugal and in the United States

(Geomines Incorporated), in Arizona,
corporation,

(g)
144-

The impassa has yet to be

TI12 authorized capital of. Geomines, a Belgian

is 200 million Belgian francs*

Geomines prospocts

Jnlike many other mining groups, GSorainss is not attached to any specific

financial group,
holders.

despite the presence of th-3 Nagelmackers Bank among its share

In Africa Gsonines is confronted with a worrisome situation.

are running out

in Zaire

and in Rwanda alike.

Nevertheless,

within its

The placers
concessions

there exist primary deposits containing abundant and fairly rich reserves.

these requires lp.rrrc- amounts of capital, on the order of US& ?.O million.
considers that it cannot come up with this sum by itself.
partners,

and in the case in hand the Governments,

the required financial means available to it»

Working

Geomines

It is demanding that its

guarantee these loans or make
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145. In Belgium Geomines possesses extensive assets. Consequently, it ought
to enjoy credit readily in that country if it truly so wished* It explains
its not obtaining the desired credit by hesitation on the part of financiers
with respect to a project for exploiting the hard rock*
This reticence, it
says, is motivated by two reasons:
Economically, the project is a difficult
problem;
the project is not totally mature, and the engineering is still
incomplete.
Geomines has nevertheless concluded in its studies of the project
that under the present circumstances it is economically feasible.
Otherwise it
would not press the States in question to back bank loans.
Unless exploitation
of the hard rock takes place in the near future, Geomines activities in Africa
will shortly come to an end,

146. As relates to the project for upgrading lithium carbonate, a mineral
associated with pegmatite at Manono, Geomines executives have remained circumspect,
The lithium market is very difficult.
The Americans and the Canadians have a
tight grip on it«
The lithium carbonate market was saturated a few years ago,
although aluminium metallurgy has enhanced the possibilities for utilizing itIndeed,* lithium carbonate hao. .an attractive property!
namely, that it reduces
energy consumption, something that is not to be overlooked at a time like the
present, when watchfulness is exorcised in every direction with regard to energy
savings•

147. In Africa, GSomines1 current goals are:
(a) to maintain and develop its
activities in Zaire and in Rwanda in spite of the difficulties facing it in each
of these countries;
and (b) to develop a certain agricultural aspect. In the
Manono region, this project has already timidly reached the realization phase*

2.

From the eastern mining companies to Sorainki

148. In order to understand the history of the mining companies in the East, it
is necessary to go back to the creation of the Compagnie des cheminc de fer du
Congo suparieur auz C-a:ads Lacs afri coins. (C.F.L. -- Upper-Congo-tc—the-African-

Great-Lakes Railways Company) and the founding of the Comite National de Kivu (CNK),

both of which constituted granting authorities.
He shall briefly run through the
holders of concession-granting power at the time, and give an overview of' the
agreements subsequently entered into between these two organizations and the

Congolese State (now Zaire).
(a)

The Compaflnie- des chemins de fer du Con^o Superieur aux Grands Lacs

Africains (CFL)
(*•)

149.

Creation ^f the CFL

The origin of the company dates bade to the beginning of the century, whan

S. Smpain was entrusted by the Congo Free State (letter dated 7/lO/l9Ol) to found

a company with an authorized capital of 25 million francs*
This company was the
future CF., which emerged from the 4 January 1902 agreement between the Congo Free
State and the Compagnie beige des cherdns de fer reunis*
The CFL was thus created
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in 1902.

The aforementioned agreement defined its role in this

Free State grants the CFL, for a period of 99 years strtin! T

; £-

(ii)

gyolution of the C?L concession

^ngnLB0P°ld irs ^^o Free State ceased to exist in 190c, the year
siSned with the
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(b)

Society rainiere das Grands Lacs

Within the framework of the mining activities that the company had to carry

t cr^J the Sciete miniere des Grands Lacs (Great Ulces Wining Qorcpany),
as: UGL (Miniere des Grands Lacs),

For tnis company gold ,ras lae chi.f

substance rained*

(c)

1^.

Kivugiingg,

In parallel :rith the Comits special du Katanga, the Congo, in a joint

ifs

any ^toK^Tthat it might create.

-

its

As for the domain of

.

concessxo.

was operated by its'subsidiary by the name of Kivummes.

156.

This subsidiary mined -tin, gold and associated metals.

Tho Cornits national

du Kivu subsequently acquired interests in a number of companies.

^-:e powers

of the Comit-3 special wore amended by the convention of 25 Iflay 19o<J.

indeed,

a^t-r lonP and laborious negotiations the CURL, the Belgian Congo Association
tlVa>mpag\iie des chemins de fer du Congo Sup^rieur aux Grands Lacs A.rxcains
finally concluded the conventions of ?5 I*ay and ?A June 19^0.

157. The tripartite convention of ?5 May I960 reflected the Colony's wishto
withdraw the ^ranting-authority. rights from tho Comit4 nationaf au Kxyu; i.e.,
th- powers that had been delegated to tho Comit- national du Kiva to ^eii an<

attached, to the capacity of granting aathority or constituting tao otner sxde
of it.

1^8. The Belgian law of 17 June 1950 granted corporations having activities in
the Congo the freedom to choose the statue under which they would exist after
the Congo's Independence, which came about on 30 Juno I960. Taey could become
corporations under 32laian law or they could remain Congolese. T.,e ^£>rity of
them created two corporations:

one Belgian one, make up of ail cie assets and

equipment located in nslgium, and the other Congolese, constitute^ *y all tnd ;;
assets and concecsions established iivtl-e Congo.

.

159. ■ The corporation under Belgian la:i was often presented as the technical-.'
assistance and management branch of tho Ocngolsse corporation, ine latter paid
the former all the costs of assistance. Thus, Kivumines also cad to natoa choice^
there was formed a Kivumines corporation in the Congo and another in 3elgium.
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(d)

Cobelmin

ftf°nal du Ki™ and C^ panted concessions to

groups desirous of carrying on activities in the flel?

(e)

(f)

Symetain

The creation of Sominki

rate of

r
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C.

The French group

163.

The French made their entrance intoZaire via the French Mining Mission

attached the French Smbassy. This mission did . r-*Ue ,ob o^«
that dade it possible to collect the information used by B.R.G.M. (Bureau^es

recheSches geologiques et minieres - Geological and mining research office) n
ordeHo get its barings in the field. At the same time that it worked on a

conSactuafbasis
for the Republic of Zaire BRGV1 also ^^UT^UrsTo)
own behalf, with the financing derived from the subsidy, and obtained first ot
all prospecting permits, and next concessions for the following substances:

Tin,

in thTlocSes of Kania, Katondo and Kalimbi; Copper at ^ulushi Kopulo and

Moba; and Zinc, at Kasolwa. With a view to exploiting these substances BRCM,
represented by Its mining-development branch, created mining companies. As relates
to tin? there are threes

1.

SIDG (3ociete rainierc de Gona)

164.

This company plans to mine cassitcrite at Kalimbi and in Kivu.

P™du<*i°n

WUI involve a^el/tonnage of 60 to 55 metric tons per year. The -serves are

estimated at 200 tons of cassiterite. The average content is 1 to 2 percent in
the eluvia. Thero exists a primary deposit w ich it will take larger investments

to mine! in connection with'the investments already made on, sh^^stingyish
between investments for carrying out work (which amounted to Z 8 000000 as of

31 December 1981) and investments in equipment and materiel (estimated at Z 350 000
at the end of 1980).

165. Manpower: The company employs 200 people, including 2 Zairian managementlevel employees. These are two prospectors who are attached to the chief of
operations.

As one can see, SMDG is a tiny corporation both in terms of its

rServeHnd in terms of its financial capacity. .. These reserves permit the company
rSL of barely three to four years, which is too little for a mining operation,

Actually, SMDG was created only in order to enable BRCH to familiar^ itself with
the mining of this type of deposit in a particular Zairian environment.

2.

SOIiUKA (Sociats ainiore de Kania.)

166. Somika is a mixed corporation in which the State of Saire holds 20 per cent
of the capital by virtue of its rights as the granting authority. The other
80 per cent is held by Coframines, the branch of BRG* in charge of mining develop■ nient*'; Somika was founded in February 198l»
(a)

167

Financing

.

The enterprise is entirely financed by Coframines, and the investments

sctdJS for ^development of the project were estimated at 60 million French

francs in 1982. The Somika investment is provided in the following manner. 50 per
cent by the Caisse Centrale de Cooperation Economise (a French public agency}, by
the Zairian banks: Union Zairoise des Banques (UZB) and BIAZ, for a total of
8 000 000 zaires and another portion comes from the stockholders.
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*n£ Jt* ^ f

/t unfroze the local credit of the Zairian banks. The

duration T% ****** ** *" ^^^ ^^ U 15 ^ Cent' Thc *»* *• *" a
r^ f1^ YTrS' Wlth a one"year repayment deferment. Production will

(b)

Reserves

tfn'vJ™ Tima^rferves represent 8 000 to 10 000 tons of concentrates,
ten years of exploitation at the anticipated rate.
(c)

or

.

Personnel

II lh ?G "^P311^ emPloys 20° to 250 persons. Its social policy will be similar

to that practiced in the region by other mining companies. Approximately ^0 French
management-level employees are anticipated during the period rf normal operation^
(d)

171.

Marketing

'

.

'

The products of the mine will be marketed by the Choni Company of Paris.

^ZTZf^

T "IT afOUnd^' wil1 si"Vlr —11 the concentrates

which th^e ^fou^L
(e)

W1" ^ SPain and thC ***"•*>**> - countries in

Tranoportation of concentrates
°^?entfa*o8-«ill bc dipped by road as far as Kigali, aW then by air

of luf1
3-

P

F°B ^^ " bl

P

^

^

SOtmiQ (Societe oiniere de Katoiido)

lL

% fassiteritG in *he area of Katondo, which is 100 km from

Tf I" materialize °"^ after the Kania'projcct has been developed

company xncludes the same number of stockholders as Somika, and also has the

r^ir'r3
^ ^^ "°rth n°HnS Can be ™~zed in the followin
J
« »>°dest, owing to the quantity of rescues detected;

ttTZl J

the investments are also modest and are even accessible to Zairian businessmen-

the mxnxng period will be fairly .short, approximately 10 years.

bUSlneSS'"en'
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174«

These observations elicit a series of questions:

Did the State of Zaire

feel the need to call upon a foreign entrepreneur to mine these modest deposits,
or did it find itself confronted witli an initiative on the part of such an
entrepreneur? In either case, considering the period of exploitability, why were
these companies allowed into the category of companies with conventions?
For
convention companies are exempt from all taxes for a period of at least five
years*
What benefit can the Republic of Zaire derive from this, since, when the
exemption period has elapsed, the company will have ceased to exist*
Based on

the modest nature of the investments,, one can predict a rudimentary method of
recovery and exploitation.
The absence of any Zairian top management in this phase
of the project deprives them of a valuable opportunity to take part in or to
conduct the preparations for the birth of a small mining,company using a technology
that is within their reach.

Gould not the production of these three companies

contribute toward feeding the Zairetain foundry,

which is in search of concentrates,

or if not, then that of neighbouring Rwanda, within a framework of regional
integration?. In what way can Zaire benefit from the marketing of cassiterite
concentrates by a foreign corporation when it has an ore marketing company

(Sozacom) that is already quite familiar with market manoeuvres?
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CHAPTER

V

CONCLUSION

175«

The process of industrialization requires the conjunction of several factors,

the most important of which are capital,

the existence of the need to consume the

products manufactured, the necessary infrastructure for the operation of the
industries,

i.e., the availability of electrical energy,

communication, water and operating raw materials,
shipping and insurance companies^

176»

etc«.0«

highways or means of

service companies such as banks,

and finally no industry can exist „■

The mining industry brought into Zaire the ideal framework for its

industrialization.
exchange.

The receipts are immense,

In order to realize their gcalss

both in local currency and in foreign

the mining companies have created the

indispensable infrastructure for industrial deveiopmentn

The mass of

engendered by the mines have given rise to large agglomerations,
consumer markets,

jobs

veritable

communities of men participating in and having acquired

collective industrial

experience,

bent upon the realization of a common task,

imbued with the spirit of enterprise,
flinching — in short,

accepting the rigours of discipline without

communities of a new type in which one finds,

the assembly mechanic and the nurse,
computer specialist and the miner,

side by side,

the geologist and the book-keeper,

the chemist and the psychologist^

the

the

electronics engineer and the agronomist.

177*

The unfolding of mining activities has been,

initiative of transnational corporations.

the case of the tin-mining companies*

in Zaire,

the result of the

This affirmation is even more valid in

The geographic location of areas where the

activities of these enterprises are carried on,

areas remote from all the major

administrative centres and totally enclaved within the interior of Zaire, makes
these companies the only islands where any economic activity at all takes place.

Sominki, Zairetain, the Entreprise miniere du Zaire, and soon the Societe mini&re
de Kania Katondot

constitute virtually the only poles on which all the economic

activities in that part of the country converge*

Aside from the fact that they

maintain more than three thousand kilometres of highway,

they produce nearly all

the electrical energy consumed in this region and account for more than 60 per
cent of the circulating load on the river boats and air freight in this part of
the Republic.

market.

The workers in these enterprises represent an important consumer

It is the normal ultimate destination of the farm products of the peasants.

These different aspects are the effects swept downstream from the development of
mining activities.

The effects can benefit the general economy of the Nation only

if the mining industry itself is integrated into the general plan of development;
otherwise, all these effects will vanish as the deposits are depleted.
It is with
regard to this consideration that the role of the State ought to be preponderant.

178.

As for Zaire, negotiations for optimizing the beneficial effects of the

mining industry have been conducted since the very birth of the Congo Free State.
During the colonial era, interests were safeguarded by appropriate legislation
enabling each sector to benefit,
Independence approached,

as is -fitting,

the colonizing nation,

from the fruit of its efforts.
in which the majority of the

As
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transnational corporations had originated, sought to hold for its natxonals the
bulk of the profit derived from mining operations in Zaire. Indeed, it constituted
the only outlet for mining products extracted from Zaire, in this way insuring a

reliable, regular, abundant and cheap supply, and it enabled the Belgian corporations^
through clever playing with the rules of law, to have wide advantages. These

corporations had in fact split themselves in twu - ^nto Belgian companies and
Congolese companies.

179. This bipolar approach enabled them to hold all the factors of decision in
the Zairian mining sector. As corporations"QXisting under Belgian law, they were
the managers of the corporations existing under Congolese law* It was they that
designed the mining programme, carried out the technical studies, took care of the
recruiting of technicians (often at the expense of Zairian technicians), applied
to banks for necessary funds, purchased equipment, and took charge of marketing;
whereas the corporations existing under Congolese law, being directed by Belgian
nationals recruited and appointed by the counterpart corporations existing under
Belgian law, did nothing more than simply follow the already established
_
programme. They were or are all on the brink of bankruptcy. They display chronic
deficits. Through these machinations, they manage to obtain exemptions from all
taxes and duties. Following long and arduous negotiations, the State of Zaire
has succeeded in obtaining, on paper, the right of examination and a share in the
decisions affecting the fate of the corporation,,

180.

It remains to be pointed out that in 1982, in the different corporations,

there was not a single Zairian in a management post in the area of technical and
financial management.

And yet the Republic of Zaire has been training engineers

since 1954, and the various financial institutions operating within the country
are completely run by Zairians* mis attitude of renunciation is detrimental to
the interests of that country? for it is depriving itself of the opportunity
to strengthen its technical skills for the future autonomous management of its
enterprises in the mining sector and to gather the essential data and information
for integrating this industry into the general development plan.
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